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Abstract
Information is a vital aspect of today s life. The process
of seeking, retrieving, and translating information
requires complex systems. This paper presents a web
translation agent that detects the context domain of the
provided English text, and translates it into Arabic
language. The agent is mainly designed to help nativeArabic readers in retrieving English news and
information from the internet for a specific domain. The
agent builds its dictionary during the training phase. In
the training phase, the agent utilizes online dictionaries
and stores the translation and other information about the
word. The agent utilizes a set of heuristics to come up
with the meaning of each sentence and translates it
appropriately. The paper presents a translation
comparison for some samples for selected Arabic
sentences and a famous news web site with another
commercial translation system. The experiment reveals
that the results achieved by the system presented in this
paper achieved good accuracy. Further more, the
experiment shows that the more words the agent learns,
the faster it can translate. The agent can simply be used
in different applications.

There is a great demand for extracting domain related
information from rich information sources (e.g. internet).
Users feel more comfortable if information is retrieved in
their own language. Retrieving information and
translating it into Arabic is a difficult task due to the
complexity of the Arabic grammar. There is a number of
machine translation systems, which have been reported,
but none of them has become widely used in practice.
Efficient English-to-Arabic translation systems should
utilize syntactic and semantic aspects of the natural
language. There is an urgent need for a system that has
broad coverage and performs well in online information.
This research presents a translation agent that is used to
detect context domain information and translates it to
Arabic language by traversing through various
translation phases. The agent is capable to preserve all
graphical information (e.g. pictures, links...etc) to be
utilized by Arabic translation. In order to provide a
dynamic system, the proposed system conducted the
translation of text in several stages. These stages include
sentence
tokenizing,
word
recognition
and
morphological analysis, recognition of compound
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lexemes, syntactic parsing, and semantic interpretation
and finally target language generation. This paper
presents the initial results of this system. We have used
two parsing approaches; the first one utilizes Augmented
Transition Networks (ATN) to validate the grammar and
to build the syntactic parse-tree. The second one uses
shallow parsing which simplifies the translation process
especially for internet content. The first technique
utilizes checking procedures with augmented features to
perform contextual tests. Augmented features are used to
represent notions like number, tense, type,. These
procedures are executed when a rule is invoked to
traverse the network. ATN extends the normal transition
networks by allowing procedures to be attached to the
arcs of the network. Procedures then assign values to
grammatical features and construct parses trees, which is
used to generate an internal semantic representation of

We present general domain architecture for a translation
engine that can efficiently processes, translates sentences
from various sources, and produces a set of regularized
logical structures representing the meaning of each
sentence. Finally, generates target language translation.
The engine utilizes a limited set of context-sensitive
grammar rules and lexicons. Preliminary evaluation of
the system s performance, accuracy, and coverage
exhibited encouraging results. However the full
implementation of our system architecture is not yet
completed. Furthermore a system enhancement could be
done in order to achieve better results through,
implementing the whole system architecture including
full semantic representation, extending English grammar
rules, target language grammar and enhancing parsing
ambiguity of the engine. This work will be of valuable
influence in many applications for information
extraction.

computerized
bilingual
Arabic-English-Arabic
conceptual dictionary. Their research was an attempt to
develop a structure whose query mechanism is largely
based on the query process implemented in WordNet.
WordNet is a model describing the relationship between
words and their corresponding synonyms. It has been
developed at Princeton University and is called Lexical
-to-
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one mapping between each Arabic and English word.
This mapping is used to learn the synonyms of Arabic
words. Another approach discussed in this research is to
build Arabic lexical reference database. The later
approach performed better results in bilingual translation.
This research proposed some valuable features to
enhance the translation performance. These features
include providing additional search facilities like
syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations between different
parts of speech as well as roots, patterns and derivatives
of words. The editing interface also deals with Arabic
script (without requiring a localized operating system).
lating web
documents. The system translates from Arabic to English
and vise versa. The system utilizes a term-base approach
using the Arabic lexical dictionary Al-Mujam AlWaseet. The system forms a rich database for collecting
information about the text.

word is the base of the word without any suffix or prefix.
A pattern is a form of possible expansion of the root. Not
all patterns are applicable on each root word. Also,
applying some patterns to a root word may change its
meaning. This increases the difficulty of understanding
and translating the Arabic words. Yaseen, at al. limited
their application to a specific domain (financial domain).
There system implements a root table and a pattern table.
The relationship between both tables is associated into
another matrix. The research incorporates morphological
analysis techniques to handle the canonical forms of
vocabularies. The terms are stored in the financial
Domain termsbase database. The final termbase database

terms.

front-end and back-end sub-systems. The front-end
interfaces with the user in an Arabic language and the
back-end interfaces with another language. The system
accepts queries in Arabic. The query is translated into
English, and the agent searches for relevant sites. The
information retrieved from the different sites is translated
into Arabic. This research investigates two approaches
for translation. The first approach is Machine Readable
Dictionary (MRD), where the system interacts with the
dictionary to provide simple translation. The other
approach, called Machine Translation (MT), translates
the text by analyzing the meaning of each sentence.
Analysis is done morphologically, syntactically and
semantically. The Machine Readable Dictionary
approach utilizes three matching algorithms for
extracting the right translation from bilingual dictionary.
These algorithms are Every-Match (EM), First-Match
(FM), and Two-Phase (TP). The EM algorithm obtains
the possible translation for each word of the given
sentence. To translate the sentence, the EM algorithm
creates a set of sentences by concatenating all possible
translations. The algorithm removes the ambiguous
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translations. The algorithm picks one of the remaining
translations as an appropriate translation of the given
sentence.
The First-Match (FM) selects the first matched
translation. This is usually faster, however, not
semantically accurate. The Two-Phase method translates
each word from English to Arabic, and finds all
alternatives. Then, it determines all backward
translations of the Arabic words. The algorithm
compares the initial set of English words with the final
words, and it eliminates all Arabic words corresponding
to false matches. The comparative results show that the
TP algorithm provides better results than EM and FM
algorithms.

n Translation Agent
In this section, we present some aspects of the agent
using context sensitive grammar augmented with
various frame features. Such integration is useful to
produce efficient general or domain-oriented translation.
The agent s engine is implemented in Java and is
deployed on a Windows platform but it can be easily
ported to various platforms. The Online English-Arabic
machine translation agent processes text in several
stages. These stages are concerned with sentence
tokenization, word recognition, morphological analysis,
recognition of compound lexemes, syntactic parsing, and
semantic interpretation. Accordingly, the system is
comprised of the following components, each having a

Preprocessor: It is mainly used to process plain text in
order to produce tagged sentences so it can be passed to
the tokenizer.
Tokenizer: The tokenizer converts an input tagged
sentence into a sequence of primitive tokens. Our
implementation uses a set of finite-state machines to
recognize the most frequently occurring tokens (words,
numbers). All finite-state automata are applied to an
input text in the order defined by their priorities. If all of
them fail to recognize a token, the stream is skipped to
the next delimiter (space or punctuation) and the skipped
portion of text is converted into a special unknown
token treated subsequently as an unrecognized word.
Recognizer: The recognizer identifies tokens as lexicon
entries and performs morphological analysis to deduce
their grammatical form. Its main goal is to convert a
sequence of tokens into a sequence of word descriptors
(frames) and fill the frame container with various
features. We define a word descriptor as a unit
representing several alternative variants of assignment of
a particular lexeme (each with proper grammatical
features such as syntactic category, subcategory, and
semantic frame) to a token.
The lexicon stores the lexeme and associated lexical and
morphological information. The feature set is used to
define specific syntactic properties of the lexeme (case
and gender for nouns pronouns, number person,
inflection pattern and subcategory for nouns, verbs,
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pronouns and adjectives). In addition to regular singleword lexemes, the lexicon also stores compound
lexemes. A compound lexeme consists of two or more
words, which can be substituted by a single lexeme.

Proper identification and handling of such phrases in a
sentence allows for the reduction of computational
complexity and ambiguity of the parsing process.

System Architecture
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: The System Architecture.
After word recognition is completed, a compound
lexeme matching procedure is performed because each
frame is an object having its own validation member
method. This procedure quickly identifies the multi-word
compound lexemes occurring in a sentence by efficient
searching for patterns stored in a lexicon and replaces the
corresponding subsequence of tokens with a single
compound word descriptor. The grammatical form of a
compound word descriptor is deduced from the
grammatical form of its head lexeme.
Syntactic parser: The syntactic parser processes a
sequence of input tokens augmented with syntactic
categories and morphological information, in order to
build a number of alternative syntactic structures of a
sentence using a set of rules defined in language
grammar and makes a use of ATN. ATNs are formally
equivalent context sensitive grammar but are
significantly more compact and efficient representation.
In ATN common parts of rules are packed into a single
network path and are traversed only once during the
parsing. The most expensive step is the arc extension,
which includes search for candidate arcs and performs
We applied ATN
using Object Oriented (OO) paradigm, in order to utilize
the OO advantages such as code reuse, inheritance and
Object properties and behavior. The syntactic parser is
based on simple recursive descent parser algorithm using
top down parsing approach.
The phrase structure of each non-terminal category is
represented by a corresponding ATN. Each network has
one initial state, one exit state, and a number of
intermediate states (nodes) connected by arcs labeled
with terminal or non-terminal categorical symbols. Each
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arc may be augmented with test and action method,
which is executed during traversing the arc. Various
grammatical properties of lexemes and their subcategories are defined in the ATN nodes using feature
Sets. A feature set is a list of attribute-value pairs serving
as a feature structure associated with each lexeme and
stored in the frame.
ATN Sample
Sentence
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: ATN traversing network sample.
Semantic interpreter: The semantic interpreter major
role is to transform the representation of the surface
structure of a sentence produced by the syntactic parser
into its semantic representation.
This semantic representation is called semantic tree
which represents the logical relationships between the
words in the sentence using predefined relationships (e.g.

Semantic representation
experiencer

obj e ct

experiencer

animate

obj e ct

entity

man

experiencer

animate

obj e ct

man

translation agent compared to the other system. We use
P/MT only when the sentence grammar is correct (so the
translation grammatical rules wouldn t fail). In this
approach the translation should cover a wide range of
English grammar rules (Currently we use a limited set of
rules). We are still enhancing our grammar and
increasing grammar rules in the system.

On the other hand, the Web Machine Translation W/MT
is used to translate online web site(s). For example CNN
( www.cnn.com ), Yahoo ( www.yahoo.com ) and BBC (
www.bbc.co.uk ). In this case the system uses a shallow
parsing technique (as alternative to full grammar
validation). In order to enhance the efficiency a simple
grammar validation is done combined with the shallow
parsing. This has enhanced the translation accuracy. As a
sample result for this approach, the translation of CNN is

In the CNN translation experiment the head news title
"Egyptian diplomat taken hostage"
has been translated to
"
"

This acceptable translation is not always the case. As the
system still faces difficulties in deciding the English
word type (verb, noun, adjective ...etc). After the system
takes the decision of selecting the appropriate English
word type, it faces another challenge in picking the right
Arabic meaning for the English word. The meaning

each word type. Our enhancement in the dictionary
component and the added shallow simple grammar
enhanced the results.

average time for translating a page containing around

were already in the agent local dictionary.
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inheritance
Coding of the Arabic Lexicon" MT Summit IX;
-functional
grammar: a formal system for grammatical
representation. In Bresnan, J. (ed.) the Mental
Representation of Grammatical Relations. MIT Press,
Cambridge, M

system".
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